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The antelope has to run faster than the lion so that it won't become the lion’s 
lunch; the lion has to run faster than the antelope so that it won't starve. 
However, if the antelope and the lion run equally fast, both will be exhausted. 

 

Competition serves society by encouraging the efficient use of limited 
resources. Huawei is an advocate for competition, as with competition, society 
advances, critical factors of production come together faster and more wealth 
is created. However, excessive competition can undermine the development of 
industries and waste resources. Therefore an important part of competition 
must be collaboration.  

 

That is why we have seen competitors working together to develop industry 
standards, cross license intellectual property rights, and share parts and 
components. 

 

At the same time, a reasonable level of protection is necessary, particularly the 
protection of intellectual properties and investments in infrastructure. 

 

So it is important that openness, competition and collaboration complement 
each other and become the norm of our times. 

 

Openness and competition are cornerstones of the market economy. The 
GSM technology that originated in Europe and the growth story of Huawei are 
good examples that illustrate the role of open competition in driving 
socio-economic development. Over the last several decades, advances in 



mobile communication have been one of the greatest achievements of modern 
times. 

 

During the critical transition from analog to digital some twenty years ago, 
GSM was not as well positioned as other major wireless technologies which 
had already made a head start. But GSM embraced a strategy of openness, 
competition and collaboration, which lowered the entry barrier and motivated 
all telecom equipment providers to heavily invest and continuously innovate 
one after another. 

 

In the end, a GSM/UMTS ecosystem with global participation was created. 
Today it has grown into the world's dominant mobile communications 
technology. By the end of 2011, there were 4.5 billion GSM/UMTS subscribers 
– in other words: 90% of the world's mobile population; European telecom 
equipment providers accounted for 65% of the global installed base; European 
telecom operators had 57% of their users coming from operations outside of 
Europe. Looking ahead, LTE that evolves from GSM/UMTS will be hugely 
successful, and could become the world’s sole standard for mobile broadband 
connections. 

 

Key to the success of GSM was how the European Union and Europe's 
business community embraced a style of competition which is both open and 
collaborative. Cloud computing as we see it today, could be another area that 
may develop into a GSM-like success story. If realized, the social contributions 
will be even more tremendous. For Huawei, we always stand firm and ready to 
support and participate in the openness, competition and collaboration in cloud 
computing. 

 

At Huawei it has been our strong belief that openness, competition and 
collaboration are the underlying drivers of growth and development. As a 
private company established during the early years of China’s economic 
reform and one that is wholly owned by its employees, Huawei has no 
resources or government background that we can rely on. In an industry that’s 
been fully competitive, we have to explore in the minds of our people, to find 
"oil fields", "forests", "coal mines" and the like. 



 

Driven by competition, we have to continuously improve our systems of 
incentive, management, and business governance. This has led to a virtuous 
cycle, where the creativity of our well-educated workforce can be maximized. 

 

This is the story behind the phenomenal growth of Huawei. It is competition 
that makes us truly realize we must be customer centric; it is competition that 
motivates us to spare no effort; it is competition that drives the company to 
always look for better ways. In fact, it is competition that activates every cell of 
the company organism towards success. 

 

Over the past ten years or so, Huawei has been working diligently to play by 
international rules, to maintain market order, to respect others' intellectual 
property rights, and to avoid anything that could adversely impact rules and 
order. Each year we allocate 12% of the annual budget to research and 
development. Our R&D investment in 2011 was 3.76 billion US dollars and 
more than 15 billion in the last ten years. Our total number of patent 
applications has exceeded 40,000. 

  

As a supporter of the paid use of intellectual properties, we have paid more 
than 1.2 billion dollars to IPR license holders. That has set among Chinese 
companies an unprecedented example of voluntary cross licensing and royalty 
payments to major industry peers. 

 

When we look at the other industries in China launched during the same 
timeframe as Huawei, we find that heavily protected industries are not 
inherently competitive and are unable to prosper in the global market, while 
industries with open competition or less protection develop strong 
competitiveness and thrive globally. The "superstar" companies under state 
auspices and subsidies that have no competitors in the home market, very 
often end up with no ability to compete internationally. 

 

As we have learned from the growth of our own company, with economic 
globalization, competition in any industry will eventually become global. 



Companies that are favored at home are prone to failure as they cannot stand 
the storm when they expand outwards. Therefore in the long run, open 
competition is the best way to inspire development – for nations, for industry 
sectors, and for individual companies. A company that cannot continuously 
improve and innovate through fair competition in its home market can hardly 
be globally competitive. 

 

Huawei supports and encourages competition. But competition should be 
orderly, which means, first and foremost, that intellectual property rights have 
to be respected and protected. IPR protection and competition policies 
reinforce each other. We appreciate the sound legal framework for IPR 
protection that the European Union has developed. In the meantime, Europe's 
telecom industry, through standards organizations such as 3GPP and ETSI, 
has established a "fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory" framework for the 
paid use of IPRs. These standards bodies have been a positive force in driving 
orderly competition. 

 

Of course, for competition to be orderly, competition policies and industrial 
policies must be balanced, so that the interests of both consumers and 
investors are protected. 

 

Industrial policies should benefit all market participants, rather than a select 
few. Their focus should be on shaping the direction of industrial development. 
Tax incentives could be used as a supplement, while financial subsidies 
should be avoided. Subsidies can create unfair competition, as very often it is 
individual companies or projects that are subsidized. State aid and subsidies 
are best used for fundamental research. That's the area where benefits can be 
shared across society. Once used for certain industries or products in the real 
economy, they become again subsidies to specific recipients. Companies 
could participate in these research programs and receive appropriate aid, but 
the participation should be fair, open, impartial and accessible to all. 

 

Huawei also participated in the European Union's FP7 program and the civilian 
projects under the Chinese government's 863 program, and received in those 



projects aid which totaled 170 million US dollars. These funds can only be 
used for the research on specified projects and are heavily regulated. 

 

Competition policies should also evolve with the changing reality, so that 
consumers' welfare can be protected without compromising industrial 
investment and development. The "Digital Agenda for Europe" under the "2020 
Strategy" for example, currently calls for a massive investment for the 
development of fiber networks. The competition policies in this context should 
provide a certain level of protection for the huge investments that need to be 
made, in order to motivate investors to proceed and ultimately bring benefits to 
consumers through balanced policies on competition and on industry. 

 

So we believe that orderly competition and open collaboration are both needed. 
The European Union has been a pace-setter with its transparent and impartial 
competition policy. It is in a position to bring the rest of the world into alignment 
in the pursuit of a globally consistent policy framework for competition that can 
inspire innovation, optimize resource allocation and get the region back on 
track. 


